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The Problem with 
Bullet points

•people will start reading from the top 

•won't listen while you talk about the 
first items 

•then they already know what's 
coming 

•so they won't listen for the rest either



Solution?

•List only one idea per slide



One idea per slide



One idea per slide

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jamesrbowe/3338776771/


One idea per slide



One idea per slide



Just to be clear …

•(short) lists are okay 

•code is okay



Know what to call 
slides with a lot of 
text on them? 
Your notes! If you 
feel you need slides 
with text, it’s 
probably because 
you need notes. 
Don’t show the 
audience your 
notes. 

Susan Weinschenk



“What is the use of a book,” 
thought Alice, 

“without pictures or conversation?”

presentationX



go for the  
easy targets



Further lessons

• Take the easy option (always!)



Take the easy option 
(always!)



Hooks



Hooks







The standard committee 
not breaking 

your 20-year-old code 
 is a feature.



We can do much better still.



put more effort 
into your 

closing slide



DTRT

(Logo)

• Worry!
• Don't worry!





Sometimes 
you have to 

worry 
and sometimes you 

don't



Do 
The 
Right 
Thing



worry

don't 
worry



don't 
worry

worry



Hara hachi bu 

„80% full“



Bonus: 
Observations 
from ACCU 2016



„Lessig method“ in action



Why so small?



Time Management



Use a remote, please



Beware of the laser pointer





thankyouanyquestions?



Don’t show the audience 
your notes! 

Go for the easy targets. 

Hara hachi bu (80%).
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